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Alliance for Innovation Award Entry Form
Member: Broward County (also known as Greater Fort Lauderdale)
Title: Greater Fort Lauderdale Brings the Beach to Manhattan with coast(954): The First-
Ever Destination Pop-Up Store

BACKGROUND AND INNOVATION DESCRIPTION (NUMBERS 2-3)
(NOTE: NUMBER 5 WOVEN THROUGHOUT ENTRY)
Tourism is the largest  industry in Broward County, whose hospitality sector is responsible for
more than 119,000 jobs. The billions of dollars spent by the 10 million-plus annual visitors to
Broward County represent a vital aspect of the county’s economy and overall well-being.

The nature of tourism in Broward County, also known as Greater Fort Lauderdale, has evolved
tremendously over the last two decades. Once known as the country’s Spring Break capital,
Greater Fort Lauderdale (GFL) has transformed over time into a casually sophisticated, “beach
chic” destination with a wide array of attractions and activities. Driving this transformation is a
new array of offerings, including five-star hotels, year-round golf, luxurious spas and a variety
of outstanding outdoor experiences featuring the destination’s remarkable water culture, from
yachting to deep sea fishing.

To further its re-positioning efforts, the Greater Fort Lauderdale Convention & Visitors Bureau
(GFLCVB) must communicate the vacation destination’s new image and brand and creatively
showcasing “beyond the beach” activities including golf, spa, upscale hotels, family vacations and
gay-friendly accommodations. To maximize effect both nationally and in the New York Metropolitan
Area – by far GFL’s top out-of-state tourism feeder market – the GFLCVB saw NYC as the best bet
for a big splash. But how would the GFLCVB WOW the jaded New York City consumer and media
marketplace with a new initiative that transcended visibility into something that truly educated
consumers about GFL’s attractiveness as a tourism destination?

The new initiative had to showcase the diverse array of new experiences in GFL, creating a
new message and vibe for the destination. It also was crucial that this “out of the box” idea
position GFL as an innovative leader in tourism marketing. The GFLCVB’s answer: a
completely original and new-to-market concept in the form of coast(954), the first ever
“Pop-Up Store” executed on behalf of a travel destination.

OBJECTIVES
• Create a high-profile, trendy and interactive “experience” showcasing GFL’s casual

sophistication and diversity of attractions and activities to help attract a more affluent
consumer set to the destination.

• Combine traditional PR tactics and measurable media hits with innovative, cutting-edge
marketing strategies – utilizing new media, viral marketing and social networking Web sites



• Exhibit GFL to media and consumers as an attractive destination with fresh appeal for visitors,
while proving that the destination also is innovative in promoting its assets

• Enhance the visibility of GFL and capture the attention of New Yorkers in a highly
memorable way

• Capitalize on cold NYC weather to make a GFL promotion an intriguing, “warming” concept for
consumers and media

TARGET AUDIENCES
• Visitors and residents of the Greater New York City Metropolitan Area, particularly those who live

and/or work in Manhattan – representing a potential 25 million person market

• National, niche and specialty travel media that reach a wide demographic and GFL’s targeted
visitor profile – urban couples, young professionals with families, hip twenty-and-thirty-somethings,
boomers, and the gay community

• Trade and industry press that follow industry newsmakers and trendsetters – travel, meeting,
marketing and PR media

RESEARCH / PLANNING
As shown by travel industry and destination-specific tourism statistics, the time was now for
GFL to attract a more affluent consumer set. Demographic research showed GFL’s target
travelers to be trendy, savvy and “in the know,” meaning the GFLCVB had to be highly
innovative in creating a program that brought an experiential GFL environment to NYC and
represented its key selling points such as newness of infrastructure, “water culture,” casual
sophistication and diverse array of experiences. Research was performed on the success of
previous Pop-Up Stores by retailers, sparking creative thought about how such a store can sell
an experience rather than a product (such as coffee, clothing, etc).

The location of the Pop-Up Store was also vital to the initiative’s success. The GFLCVB conducted
several months of research, scouting dozens of locations. The “Bank Building” at Union Square
was a particularly attractive candidate, offering wide-open floor-space and an area where a variety
of shops yielded steady foot traffic and high-income consumers.

The store’s trendy name, coast(954), made a playful nod to GFL’s area code. The GFLCVB
created several possible designs for coast(954)’s interior – settling upon an open, fluid layout that
invited visitors to take the full store tour – and also created ways for the store’s exterior to lure
pedestrians inside, including a huge banner, doors painted like a beach scene and two 20-foot
palm trees lining the front entrance. The store’s timing – January 10-17, 2007 – would give the
colorful, tropical-themed storefront extra incentive for chilly New Yorkers to come in, warm up and
get to know the real GFL through experiential activities, contest entries, and a large screen video
loop displaying the destination’s most enticing features.



STRATEGY
To experience coast(954) New Yorkers first had to step inside it. To supplement the inviting exterior,
street teams distributed branded hand-warmers to chilly pedestrians inviting them to coast(954).
The Beach on Wheels – the GFLCVB’s previous innovative “big splash” created in 2003 – spread
word of the Pop-Up Store by motoring through high-traffic areas of Manhattan.

In considering coast(954)’s interior, the GFLCVB saw the destination’s casually sophisticated,
upscale yet something-for-everyone appeal as paramount to communicate to the media and
public. The GFLCVB made the following components of coast(954):

• “Ask the Expert” sessions with notable niche editors (Family Circle, PlanetOut) focused on
GFL activities

• Giant screen video presentation of new luxury hotels, fine dining and Intracoastal
waterways/water culture

• Real golf putting green represented premier golf courses

• Spa services at the “Relaxation Station” to raise awareness of GFL as an emerging spa
destination

• Virtual fishing station showcased big-game fishing

• Beach volleyball, encouraging visitors to enjoy the beach Fort Lauderdale style

• A toy-filled sandbox for children, demonstrating family friendliness

• Bikini-clad models on lifeguard stands in a beach scene with sand castle representing fun
in the sun

To further intrigue visitors, the GFLCVB created contests and trip giveaways that highlighted GFL’s
new, upscale offerings. Laptop stations let guests explore the destination’s tourism website,
www.sunny.org, and Travelocity reps helped book trips.

COST & EXECUTION
The budget for this project was approximately $150,000. The execution started with extensive
media outreach, both to ensure listings in key “Calendar of Events” sections and to secure
high-profile media visitation of coast(954). A pre-opening media gala gave the press a sneak
preview of coast(954), opening the eyes of consumer media to the “new GFL” and showing
how the destination differentiated itself from the competition by creating an innovative, first-
ever marketing method.

coast(954)’s grand public debut was positioned as an additional “first-look” for media, one where
they’d have the opportunity not only to experience the Pop-Up Store in operation but have one-on-
one access to interviews with the CVB president. This secured major print, broadcast, online and
wire media, who experienced the store and were provided with branded destination messaging
through interviews and supporting collateral. Live remotes provided instant coverage and local
visibility for the Pop-Up Store. A gay-themed party attracted hundreds, and a YouTube video helped
spread the buzz online.



EVALUATION OF SUCCESS / MEASUREMENT (NUMBER 4)
coast(954) reached a media audience of 150 million consumers. Advertising value exceeded
$2.5 million. More than 10,000 New Yorkers visited coast(954) and, in January, the GFL Web
site saw an additional 16% visitation over the previous year, a 50,000-click increase.

Media coverage appeared in major U.S. news outlet from the Associated Press (68 outlets) to USA
Today to BusinessWeek. TV segments appeared on New York City and Florida affiliates of FOX,
NBC and My 9. Other consumer coverage included calendar items in influential outlets such as
About.com, CNNMoney.com and New York Daily News; trade exposure included Agent@Home,
PRWeek and BrandWeek. Trend pieces in Florida Trend, South Florida Sun-Sentinel, O’Dwyer’s,
PR Week, AdAge and Brandweek showcased the GFLCVB’s ingenuity, and the YouTube video
was seen by thousands.

The average daily rate at Broward County hotels soared to new levels: in August of 2007, it
reached $98.47 – representing a 10% increase over August 2006 and an all-time high for the
destination during this non-peak period. Hotel occupancy for August 2007 was nearly 6%
higher than August 2006 – an indication that the increased revenue seen by GFL’s hotels was
not coming at the expense of overall visitation. As previously stated, the tourism industry in
Broward County employs more than 119,000 individuals; that said, a healthy tourism industry
benefits the community mightily.







Interior view of pop-up store with Greater Fort Lauderdale branding throughout

Creating a spectacular sandcastle





Winner of daily Greater Fort Lauderdale getaway, this one sponsored by Travelocity

Virtual fishing



Interview with Greater Fort Lauderdale Convention & Visitors Bureau president
Nicki E. Grossman



Travelocity booking station with special Greater Fort Lauderdale offers, and contest to win the
grand prize: tickets to Super Bowl XLI in South Florida.





CVB street teams distributed handwarmers and invitations to come inside the pop-up store

Front and back of Greater Fort
Lauderdale handwarmers,
distributed to freezing New Yorkers



Greater Fort Lauderdale’s signature Beach Mobile, a glass truck with a beach scene inside,
cruises the streets of New York. Here it is adjacent to the Coast(954) store.



OutTraveler sponsored a VIP event inside the pop-up store for gay and lesbian consumers



Self Magazine sponsored a pre-opening client  reception



Daily in-store contest for Greater Fort Lauderdale getaways



Informational postcard describing pop-up store events and activities



The New York Times was wrapped with this ad, inviting New Yorkers to the pop-up store










